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Abstract. Flm networks rrpdels require the solution of large sparse syst_ of mulit- 
pointboundary value differential equations. Methods for the efficient solution of 
such equations are described. The primary focus is co canputational efficiency based 
on model connectivity and accuracy based cn the use of quadrature formulas using 
polynanial interpolations. 
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A variety of problems in engineering, 
biology and medicine require the modeling of 
flew networks which consist of sets of tubes 
interacting transmurally with a 
envi-nt (bath) while the direct tubal= 
outputs of - tubes are the inputs for others. 
The models require the solution of boundary 
value differential and algebraic equations. 
Conprehensive and realistic models lead to 
equations that can only bs solved nunerically 
and therefore yield non-linear equations. It has 
been found that &wtcn type met-, which at 
each step involve the solution of linear 
equations, are most suited for fllr network 
probl_. The system of equations at each stage 
is large but fortunately sparse and therefore 
structural information about the network has 
been exploited to optimize the solution process 
in terms of canputer storage and time. ?he 
transformation of the differential equations to 
algebraic equations is called discretizaticn and 
leads to errors depending on the chop (step) 
size h and the accuracy (order p) of the 
nunerical approximation. Thus the 
discretization error (which is also called the 
truncation error) is O(hp1 and can be decreased 
by increasing p and/or decreasing h. The former 
increases the canplexity and/or solution time 
while the later increases the size of the 
algebraic equations. In this paper, wa shall 
focus our attention on improving ths overall 
cunputational efficiency and accuracy. 
TBEMGDEL 
k&a shall consider a simple five tube node1 
(Stephenson 1972: Mejia and Stephenson 1973: 
Stephenson et. al. 1974; Tewarson 1976) shown in 
Fig. la. Fluid enters at the top of Tube 1 and 
flows out of Tube 4 after going through Tubes 2 
and 3. Tube 5 is closed at the bottcm but open 
at the top. nlbes 1, 2 and 4 interact 
transnurally with Tube 5. Tube 5 flcws into a 
bath (sink) C which itself has transmural 
interaction with %be 3. lbe connectivity graph 
for this nodal (Tewarson 1976) is illustrated in 
Fig. lb. 'If we denote by x and F the unknown 
values and the equations for the various species 
in Tubas 1 through 4, and by y and G the 
corresponding quantities for Tube 5 then we hav 
the connectivity (incidence) matrix given i 
Fig. 2 and also the partitioned acdel equation: 
F(x,y) = 0 and G(x,yl = 0, which consist o 
differential and algebraic equations. 
Discretization, which will be described later 
transforms them to nonlinear algebraic 
equations, which can bs written as 
f(x,y) = 0 (1) 
and 
g(x,y) = 0, (2) 
where x and y now represent the discrete 
values. 
SOUD'ICNDFTHEALGEBRAIC EQOATICNS 
We see fmn Fig. 2 that the incidence 
matrix is block bidiagonal (Tewarscn 1976; 
Dewarson et. al. 1976; Farahzad and Tewarson 
1978; Bawarson 1984) except for the last colunn 
that corresponds to y and the last rem that 
corresponds to g. In other words, the solution 
of (1) for x is easy to determine if y is 
known. In view of this fact we can ass_ x as a 
function of y and write (1) and (21 as 
f(x(yl,yl = 0 (3) 
and 
g(x(yl,y) = 0. (41 
If x(y) is chosen so that (31 is always 
satisfied than (41 can be considered as a 
function of y alone and solved by Newton’s 
method as follm (Farahzad and Tewarson 1978: 
Mejia et, al. 1977; Tewarson 1976; Tewarson et. 
al. 1976, 1978 and 1985). Let y. be a given 
initial approximation to a root of (4). then for 
k - 0, 1, . . . the following steps are 
performed. 
Al. Cuqute Zk fran the system of linear 
equations 
(dg/dy)zk = -9kr (5) 
where gk = g(X(ykl,yk). 
AZ. Update the current approximation using 
Yk+l = yk + xk' 
A3. ;koj&wwln - suitably chosen norm of gk+l 
. 
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In the above formulas X(yk) is determined 
by solving (3) also by Newton's method (while 
aSSUning yk as fixed). Let Xko be an initial 
apprOXimatiOn for X(yk), then for v = 0, 1, .-;. 




Determine wkv fran 
fx"kv = -fkv. (61 
"here fkv = f(Xkv,ykl, and fx is the 
partial derivative (Jacobian matrix) of f 
with respect to x "hose (i,j) element is 
the partial derivative of the ith component 
of f with respect to the jth ampohent of x 
evaluated at the 'point' (xkvrykl. 
Update the Current approximation Xkv for 
X(yk) Using 
xk,v+l = xkv + "kv. 
Stop "hen - suitably chosen norm of 
fk,v+l is reasonably small and set 
x(yk) = xk,v+l. 
In order to use (51 we need to canpute 
dg/dy at the 'point' (X(yk)rykl. 'Ihis is done 
as follows. 
Differentiating (31 we have 
f,(dx/dYl + fy = 0, 
where the subscripts x and y co f denote the 
corresponding partial derivatives (Jacobian 
matrices), and it follms that 
dx/dy = -(f,)-lfy. 
Differentiating (4) and then using the 
above result we get 
dg/dy = gy +gxm/~l 
= gy - g,(f,l_ fy. (7) 
Three algorittms for carputing dg/dy have 
turned out to be the most efficient ones for 
the flow network problems (Farahsad and 'l&arson 
1978, Mejia et. al. 1977; Tewarson 1976: 
Tewarson 1984a: Tewarson 1984b: ‘l&arson et. al. 
1976, 1978 and 19851. 
Algoritlm 1 
This is based on the use of Gaussian 
elimination cc the sparse Jacobian and can be 
illustrated in the follming schematic form: 
where L-lf, = U, and L and U are, respectively, 
lower and upper block triangular matrices. Nar, 
in vie" of (71, the square block matrix in the 
lower right hand corner is equal to dg/dy. 
It should be noted that in the practical 
implementation of this algorithm first gy is 
cmputed and stored in a working storage W. 
Then the elimination is performed, starting fmn 
the top left hand corner (see Fig. 21, by 
generating at each step only one relatively 
small diagonal block and the sub&qmal block 
directly belw it of f,, the corresponding two 
blocks of fy and me block of gx and performing 
the necessary updates on W. The primary amputer 
storage is that used for W. A relatively mall 
amount of additional storage is required by the 
other blocks. 
Algorithn 2 
In this case dg/dy is mnputed one colunn 
at a time directly by the formula: 
g(X(yk+tej),yk+tej)_9(X(yk)rYk) 
(&J/*)ej = ---- ----, 
t 
"here j = 1, 2, . . . . m, t is a properly chosen 
small nmber, ej is the jth colunn of the 
identity matrix and m is the size of dg/dy which 
is stored in a working location W. This 
algorithn requires the values for X(yk) and 
x(yk+tejl. These are obtained as in Steps 81, 82 
and 83 described earlier and thus require m+l 
times the solution of the equation f(x(y),yl=O. 
In vie" of these facts this algorithm, in 
practice, runs slower than Algorithn 1 but it is 
-"hat easier to implement and doss not 
require the working storage for matrices other 
than W. 
Algoriti-m 3 
This algorithn starts with an approximation 
to dg/dy in W and at each stage updates W by a 
secant type update as follows. 
Let W. be an initial approximation to dg/dy 
at the 'point' (x(yolryol. 
Then for k = 0. 1, 2, . . . the following 
steps are executed. 
1. wte sk frm the SyStm Of linear 
equations 
Wksk = -9kr 
"here gk = g(x(ykl,ykl. 
2. update the current approximation 
Yk+l = Yk + xk and canpute 
gk+l = g(X(yk+l)ryk+ll. If necessary use a 
line search technique so that the modified 
yk+l is in Sane sense better than yk and 
-aPte xk'Yk+lYk. 
3. Update Wk by the formula 
Wk+1=W$ + (gk+l-gk-wkxklxk+r 
"here xk is a generalized inverse of sk. 
4. f;wdF - suitably chosen norm of gk+l 
. 
The principal advantage of this algorith 
is that the recanputation of the Jacobian is 
avoided but this can at times lead to slow 
convergence. We have found that this algorithn 
works best in canbination with either one of the 
last trx, algorithm which are used to 
periodically recanpute Wk. 
In many problems it is k- that parts of 
dg/dy are constant and/or can bs determined 
analytically in a relatively easy mnner. In 
such cases only the remaining part of the matrix 
need to be evaluated by the above mentioned 
algorithns. 
IWF'ROVING 'ME AZlJ8ACY OF DISCFEIIZATICN 
When transforming the differential 
equations to algebraic equations various 
techniques are available . In this section we 
shall describe the ones that have turned out to 
be the best for flew network problems ('I&arson 
et. al. 1976; Tewa- 1981; Gupta 19851. 
Iet us consider the system of differential 
equations 
y' + f(x.y(xll = 0 (8) 
with the necessary boundary conditions 
g(y(Ol,y(l)) = 0, (91 
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where f, g and y are n dimensional vectors and 
0 < x < 1. In order to keep the notation simple 
and standard x, y, g, f and the rest of the 
symbols in this section are unrelated to .-the 
symbols in earlier sections of this paper. 
We divide the inteerval [O,l] into m equal 
parts, let h = l/m, xj=(j-l]h, yjy(xj) and 
fj'fCXj,YCXj)), where j = 1, 2, . . . . m+l. Then 
integrating (4.1) we have 
1 
xj+l 
Yj+lYj+ f(x,y(x)]dx = 0, (10) 
xj 
where j = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Using the Trapezoidal rule in the above 
equations we get 
Yj+l - Yj + (N2](fj+l+fj] + 0(h3]=0, (11) 
where tha last term denotes the truncation 
error. 
Ihe boundary conditions (9) can rxz~ be 
written as 
g(YlrYm+l] = 0. (lla] 
me recall that each yj (j varying fraa 1 to m+l] 
is a vector of dimension n and therefore mn 
equations in (11) together with the n equations 
in (lla) are sufficient to determine the n(m+l) 
unkncwn Yj’S. 
The error in (11) can be decreased W using 
the Simpson’s rule: 
Yj+l - Yj + (y6)(fj+l+fj+4fj+l/2:12] 
+O(h ]=O, 
‘Ihe midpoint value of y for anputing the 
corresponding f is given by 
Yj+1/2 = CYj+l+Yj)/2 
+(h/B)(fj+l-fj) + 0(h4)* 
Evidently fj+l/2 caaputad frun the above will 
have 0(h4) error and its use in (12) will not 
affect the error. 
For even better accuracy we use the Newton- 
Cotes formula 
yj+l - yj + (W6]17(fj+l+f~]+12fj+l/2 
3 +32(fj+3/4+fj+l /4]1 + O(h ]=O, (13) 
where the internal values of y for caaputing the 




Y j+l/Z = (yj+l+yj]/2 +(2h/3][(5/16) 
Cfj-fj+l)-fj+l/4+fj+3/41* 
It can be shown that the use of above formulas 
does not lead to any change in the order of the 
truncation error in (13) (van Bokhoven 1980; 
Gupta 1985). 
In order to estimate the local truncation 
errors for (11) and (12], we use respectively 
the higher order equations (12) and (13). 
Formulas of different orders can be used in 
different subintervals in order to maintain the 
same overall accuracy. It is not necessary that 
the interval [0, l] be dividad into equal 
subintervals. 
INITIALz STARTING SOWTICBI 
It is well-known that the solution of non- 
linear algebraic equations requires a fairly 
good initial estimate of the rcot being soqht. 
This is particularly iqortant in the case of 
Newton type methcds. 
In the case of flm networks, if we 
introduce a paraneter g in (8) to get (Farahxad 
and Tewarson 1979; ‘Mwarson et. al. 1985) 
y’ + qf(x,y(x]) = 0. 
then for g = 0 (which implies that all 
tran-al flow have been turned off 1 the 
solution y is ax&ant and is evidently egual to 
the input. Ihen parameter g is slowly increased 
in stages fran 0 to 1 and the starting solution 
for each stage y is the solution obtained at the 
imaediately preceding stage. Another type of 
continuation is to use g in front of all the 
nonlinear terms (Tewarson et. al. 1985], since 
the linear part can be solved in one step with 
any starting solution VIewarson and Chen 1985). 
In any case, the desired solution is obtained 
when g = 1. 
CUJCUJLXNG REWARKS 
In this paper we have described a five tubs 
flcm network rode1 and shwm ti the 
differential equations and variables describing 
the arc&l can be partitioned by using the ax&l 
connectivity into two subsets (1) and (2) so 
that first subset is relatively easy to solve 
for the first variable for any given value of 
tbs second variable near the desirable root. Ihe 
second set is then considered as a function of 
only the second variable. This partitioning is 
desirable for equations describing canplex 
-1s involving a large nunber of caqxznents so 
long as a relatively mnall set of ‘basic’ 
variables and equations can be identified and 
then the remainirg ‘non-basic’ equations can be 
solved easily for ‘non-basic’ variables as 
functions of ‘basic’ variables. Ihe 
connectivity graph (incidence matrix] can be 
used for identifying the basic and non-basic 
variables and equations. Newton type methods ars 
Used for solving the basic equations as 
functions of basic variables. Ihe non-basic 
equations and variables may require repeated 
solution for each basic solution step. 
Three algorithas are described for handling 
the model equations. Ihe first requires m3re 
storage than the last tm but runs much faster. 
On the other hand the last two are sanewhat 
easier to implement. ‘Ihe third algoritbn does 
not require the ccsputation of the small basic 
Jacobian at each step but updates the cne used 
at the previous step. If we want a really 
efficient prcgrmn for the simulation of flew 
networks which will be used for extensive 
parameter estimation then we should initially 
canpute the basic Jacobian for the basic 
equations by the first algorithm and then update 
it at each step by the third one with periodic 
recanputation by the first algorithn whenever 
the convergence rate slews down. 
three techniques of increasing accuracy and 
aqlexity (based on Trapezoidal, Simpson’s and 
Newton-Cotes formulas] for transforming the 
arzdel differential equations to algebraic 
equations are given. In each case no 
information outside the sub-interval under 
consideration is used and therefore ths 
connectivity of the algebraic equations remains 
unchanged. 
Sane continuation type algorithns are 
described for solving the node1 algebraic 
equations when usable starting solutions for the 
Newton type methods are hard to guess. 
Ior extensive biblicgraphy of research 
papers on kidney models the reader is referred 
to Tewarson (1984a) and ‘newarson et. al. (1985) 
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and for nore general sodels to Tewarson 
(1984b). 
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Fig. 1. .A simple Five Tube Node1 
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Fig. 3. Connectivity Matrix of the Model 
